Systolic 3D first-pass myocardial perfusion MRI: Comparison with diastolic imaging in healthy subjects.
Three-dimensional (3D) first-pass myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) is a promising alternative to conventional two-dimensional multislice MPI due to its contiguous spatial coverage that is beneficial for estimating the size of perfusion defects. Data acquisition at mid-diastole is a typical choice for 3D MPI yet is sensitive to arrhythmia and variations in R-R interval that are common in cardiac patients. End systole is the second longest quiescent cardiac phase and is known to be less sensitive to the R-R variability. Therefore, 3D MPI with systolic acquisition may be advantageous in patients with severe arrhythmia once it is proven to be comparable to diastolic MPI in subjects with negligible R-R variation. In this work, we demonstrate the feasibility of 3D MPI with systolic data acquisition in five healthy subjects. We performed 3D MPI experiments in which 3D perfusion data were acquired at both end-systole and mid-diastole of every R-R interval and analyzed the similarity between resulting time intensity curves (TIC) from the two data sets. The correlation between systolic and diastolic TICs was extremely high (mean = 0.9841; standard deviation = 0.0166), and there was a significant linear correlation between the two time intensity curve upslopes and peak enhancements (P < 0.001).